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The following shows the most important
Brandt-edge banding machines for straight
and shaped workpieces.
Please ask for more information regarding
our hot melt pre-coating machines,
postforming machines and equipment for
application of t-mouldings.
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Conpod edge bonding
mochiner KIU/KID 52+53
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Smqll Edge Bqnding lUlqthine
Choice of hot melt precoating system or
direct glue application.
Automatic panel feed - end trim - top and
bottom flush trim - softforming - built-in
dust collection - these are the main features
of this range of small machines.

for Hot tlelt pñecoated edging material

Edge bonding ond
trimning mochines for
shoped workpieres
KTD/KMI ond f l0lEK ll
Extremly flexible machines for shaped
workpieces. Suitable for special production
as well as for mass production. Hot Melt
precoating or direct glue application.
Top and bottom trimming of straight and
shaped workpieces.

KTU 5I

Automstic rotory edge
bonding morhinesR20-z7 .
Senioutonotic edgebonder
I ó0 for shoped workpieres
Simultaneous edgebanding and top and
bottom trimming of round or rectangular
workpieces with rounded corners.
Edgebanding of convex and concave shaped
workpieces with automatic feed and
pressure.

Hor ilelt edge bonding
mochines KE ll-17

Trouble free edge banding up to 20 mm edge
thickness. 7 different lengths of the basic
machine. Work stations to meet all
requirements of a small to medium sized plant.
QUICK MELT - glueing unit for short heat up
time.

PVA - wh¡te glue edge
bonding morhines
KA 13-17
For highest quality requirements. Up to
20 mm edge thickness. Type KA/E 13-17 in
combination with QUICK MELT system for
hot melt. Very short change over times.

Rebote edge bunding
naehines ;K
Rebate edge banding of door rebates with
hot melt precoated edge material.
Alternatively veneers or plastics, forming or
3-stripe-method, single or double-sided.
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Smqll Edge Bqnding lUlochine KIV 5l
for shaped and straight panels

Univerrsal use
The creation of an etficient, low-priced, small
machine for the operation of shaped parts for
medium quantities as well as for individual
work, was the most important target when
developing the KTV 51. The result is a
machine of universal use and the capability
of extension, the special merits of which
are the robust way of construction, simple
service and easy handling.

A procedure, which has
been successful for a
thousand times
As in the case of the preceding type T 55, the
operation is carried out by means of hot melt
precoated edging material. By pressing the
panels against the centrally driven pressure
roller, the panel is fed automatically, whereby
a regular reactivation of the adhesive and a
good bond are achieved.

lmportant advantages
O The stylish and strong machine stand with

front door which can be widely opened
guarantees a high degree of stability and
good access to all working units in case of
service needs.

O Threephase hot air blower, mainten'
ance-free, for permament use.

O Temperature control by means of indicat-
ing thermostat.

O Automatic air circulation.
O Pneumatically actuated cut-off device for

coils, even cutting the toughest veneer
and PVC edgings.

I Standard
equipment with
foot switch
for shaped
parts.

O Set of post-
pressure rollers
for straight
edgings
mounted on an
easily exchan-'
geable plate.

Technical Data

Straight panels
For straight panels the mounting of the post-pressure rollers is
recommended. The 3 rollers are mounted on the same plate for a
quick exchange. The panel is placed on plastic sliding bars, which
are fixed onto the machine table for clearance between the edging
material and the table. The edge infeed and the cut-off device are
operated by the limit switch situated in the mach¡ne table controlled
by the panel.
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Shaped panels
For shaped panels with internal radii the 3 post-pressure rollers are
removed and replaced by a flat support plate allowing the work-
piece to move around the centrally driven pressure roller. ln this
case the edge infeed and the cut-off device are operated by a foot
switch, the panel is placed on a base plate for clearance between
the edging material and the table.

Standald Special
Softfonning
As well as square
edges the KW 51 can
also process simple
softformed edges.
The outfeed angle of
the edge material
towards the surface
should not be below
45 degrees. The
adaption is simply
made by mounting
3 profile pressure
rollers.
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Ertreme panel
thicknesses
ln case of panel thicknesses of more than
50 mm (see above photo) the KTV 51 can be
equipped with a stronger heater of 6 kW and
a higher heating nozzle, which can be
exchanged quickly.

Panel $hapes
The drawing shown indicates some of the
possible panel shapes. Let us know your
individual problems, so we can offer you a
solution.

Workpiece thickness
Hot air blower
Total connected load
Workpiece width
Edge thickness
lnside radius
Feed speed
Electrics

10-50 mm 10-85 mm
2,2kW 6 kW
2,5 kW 6,5 kW

min. approx. 25 mm
approx.0,5-1 mm

min. approx.25 mm
4 or 44 2 m/min.

380 Volt - 3 Ph. - 50 Hz.
6 bar

approx. 105 kg
Compressed
Weight

air connection

Edge feeding
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Coil cutting
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Gluing
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(Subject to technical change)


